Professional Learning with TeachFX
Our unique workshops use the groundbreaking TeachFX tool to help you increase student engagement
Over the last year, 600+ schools have used the TeachFX tool, and teachers increased their student participation by an average 12.6
minutes per class. Our PD workshops model for teachers, coaches, and school leaders how to use classroom data from TeachFX to transform
instruction. Here’s how it works:

1
We give participants free use of the
TeachFX tool, which uses artificial
intelligence (AI) to provide insight on
student engagement.
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Before the workshop, every participant
records one of their classes with the
tool — and coaches and administrators
record their coaching or observations.

In the workshop, participants learn to
interpret their class data, collaborate
better in teacher teams and coaching
relationships, and improve instruction.

The magic of our workshops: every educator works with data about their own teaching practice — data they’ve never seen before! We show
teachers how to use their TeachFX report to work on things like their talk ratio, wait time, questioning techniques, lesson design, uptake, and
more. And we model how teacher teams and coaches can leverage TeachFX data in collaborative settings to address areas of growth.

The TeachFX Tool

Our Focus Areas
Our professional learning centers around giving students voice, and helping teachers gain awareness of their students’ engagement. We
help schools and districts use this lens to address a variety of pressing concerns they may be facing. We offer professional learning
sessions with the following focus areas:

Boosting Student Engagement • Promoting Teacher Collaboration • Authentic Questioning
Understanding Wait Time • Improving Classroom Management • Supporting SWDs
Encouraging Academic Discourse • Escaping I-R-E • Supporting ELLs
Lesson Design • Equity Centered Instruction • Supporting Low-Income Students

Our Facilitators

David Brazer

Jamie Poskin

STANFORD GSE PROFESSOR

TEACHFX FOUNDER & CEO

David is a Professor and the Faculty Director
of Leadership Degree Programs at Stanford’s
Graduate School of Education. His research
and writing focuses on the challenges of
school and district leadership, exploring how
those challenges are met in practice.
Previously, he spent 15 years in K-12
education as a teacher and high school
administrator.

Jamie’s experiences as a high school English
and math teacher in New York City led him to
create TeachFX with the mission of
promoting more meaningful and equitable
classroom dialogue. Jamie is also a former
experimental theater director and artist with
The Wooster Group and his own company.
He has a BA, MA in Education, and MBA
from Stanford University.

Testimonials

Than Healy

Matt Hicks

Sherry Mao

Lindsay Head

Aviran Sethi

ADMINISTRATOR

ENGLISH TEACHER

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

2ND GRADE TEACHER

DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR

“This is feedback we give to
our best teachers all the time
and is the kind of challenge
you can chase your whole
career.”

“I’m getting a lot value out of
it. I thought my students
talked way more than they
did. I set my goal for student
talk at 40% and for a while I
never had higher than 20%.
I was stunned. It helped me
step back and reflect on my
perception of my teaching vs.
the truth… my idea vs. reality.”

“I am loving this app. It is
making more aware of how
much teaching / facilitating
and how much student talk is
going on! My class and I have
set goals and it is creating
much more independence in
the room with explanations
about their thinking!”

“This tool truly gives you 50%
more bang for your buck with
your APs and instructional
coaches.”

Stephen Kuehner

Brenna Connelly

Amy Chase Gulden

“Holy crap. This is incredible.”

SCIENCE TEACHER

“I love TeachFX!”

Michael Innes
Angelia Ebner
“The tool is great for mentor
teachers working with new
teachers. It makes the
conversation more datadriven, and less about
‘attacking’ the teacher.”

“I’m using it every day. It’s
made me be more purposeful
with my planning.”

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

INSTRUCTIONAL COACH

Arif Virani

3RD GRADE TEACHER

SPANISH TEACHER

“I was talking more than what
probably would’ve been
helpful for learning. It’s made
me more mindful of that.”

“It’s revolutionary — it
quantifies something I’ve
cared deeply about for ten
years as an educator.”

Alexandra Lowenstein
4TH GRADE STUDENT

“It was nice when my
teacher got this because
before she always talked for
like 5 minutes straight!”

“Once Mr. Richardson started
using TeachFX our class got
way more engaging. We
started doing these microdebates, which were really
fun. And simulations. It was
awesome.”

To learn more or book your workshop today, contact Jamie Poskin:
jamie@teachfx.com
650-814-2792

Carmen Powell
5TH GRADE TEACHER

“Thank you for helping me be
a better teacher.”

